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More and more professional sports teams are turning to their legislatures in order to secure funding for new stadiums. While previous analyses suggest that there is little economic argument for public dollars going toward such projects, Mr. Diedrich points out that there is more to the story than economics. Quality of life issues such as pride and sense of community, as well as a state or city’s prestige on the national stage, should also be considered.

A great deal of money is made in professional sports. Owners of teams in the four major United States leagues – the National Basketball Association (NBA), the National Football League (NFL), the National Hockey League (NHL), and Major League Baseball (MLB) – are some of the wealthiest members of society, and the teams they own tend to make them even wealthier. So, when Minnesota Twins owner Carl Pohlad, the second richest person in Minnesota, asked the taxpayers of Minnesota for a helping hand to build a new ballpark, one can understand why those same taxpayers reacted with bafflement, anger, and a few choice words.

A new stadium increases a franchise’s value regardless of whether it was built with public funds or private funds. While a team playing in its own stadium is generally worth more than a team playing in a public stadium, that difference is smaller than the average cost of constructing the stadium. In light of this, team owners have proven exceptionally talented at finding someone else to pay for their playgrounds, and privately financed stadiums have become the rare exception. Owners are in the driver’s seat thanks to an unbalanced economic system where leagues keep the number of teams below the number of cities that could support one; this drives up their prices and pits one city against one another for the privilege of hosting a team.

In response to the argument that public financing of stadiums is thinly disguised corporate welfare, owners generally contend that any public investment will result in significant economic benefits, particularly new jobs and increased tax revenue, as well as quality of life benefits, such as prestige, civic pride, and plain old happiness. Drawing heavily on the ongoing debates over construction of a new Minnesota Twins stadium in downtown Minneapolis, this article examines owners’ claims. It concludes that while economic benefits fall short of those promised by stadium proponents, quality of life benefits may be significant enough to justify public financing.

Economic Arguments

Those seeking public financing for professional sports stadiums argue that a new stadium will stimulate economic growth in two primary ways. First, it creates new jobs. In the short term, building the ballpark means new construction jobs. In the long term, the new ballpark means the city gains or retains the franchise, so increased spending by fans and franchise employees due to that team’s presence further expands local employment. On top of this, the influx of capital attributable to the team’s presence creates a “multiplier effect,” where the new spending causes still more income and spending, which in turn results in more new jobs. For example, when a wealthy player builds a new home, eats at expensive restaurants, and buys Italian suits, there is work for a construction worker, a server, and a tailor that was not previously there. Then, the newly minted construction worker spends his income in the community, further growing the economy and creating jobs.
Secondly, proponents argue, local governments benefit from increased tax revenue. Fan spending on concessions and tickets as well as on hotel rooms, parking, and meals is all subject to sales taxes. Therefore this new business results in an influx of capital that would otherwise be spent outside city limits. Further, the team’s presence improves the national perception of the city, and a well-perceived city has an easier time attracting companies and non-sports tourism.

If the above arguments had merit, then the economic case for public financing would be well nigh unimpeachable. They do not. While construction of a new stadium indeed creates a significant number of jobs, those jobs are temporary. Public financing proponents often focus on gross job creation, the number of jobs that can be fairly attributed to the presence of the team. However, this approach ignores that money being spent at sporting events is money that is not being spent at other leisure activities or in other sectors of the economy, namely movie theaters, parks, restaurants, and other entertainment venues. The decreased flow of money into those sectors results in fewer jobs in those areas. This is a “substitution” problem, where jobs that are created due to the team’s presence merely come from other sectors of the economy that the team’s presence has negatively impacted. Net job creation is the proper measure. Furthermore, the projected “multiplier effect,” should be kept lower, as not all of the resulting new income is spent in the local area.

Robert Baade and Allen Sanderson examined ten major metropolitan areas with major sports franchises and found evidence of positive net job creation in only three of them. Other economists place the number of net number of permanent jobs created somewhere between zero and 1,000. Accounting for altered tax rates, property values, and wage increases, economists have estimated that the value of these jobs ranges from $0 to $1,500 per net job created. Therefore, a fair estimate of the economic benefit of job creation is approximately $375,000 per year, the product of the midpoint of the job creation and job value ranges.

Similarly, the tax argument is not fully realized; increased sales tax revenue primarily benefits a local economy when it is paid by non-local residents visiting a city exclusively to attend the game. Taking into account sports-related expenses by visiting fans and using a very high purely local sales tax rate of 5 percent, economists estimate the annual sales tax benefit of a major league team ranging from $696,000 (NHL) to approximately $1.5 million (MLB). If the municipality where the team plays has an income tax, then another $1-2 million might flow into the city’s coffers each year from the income taxes of players, coaches, and others only living or working in the area because of the team’s presence. Adding it all up, the total annual economic benefit of a new stadium is somewhere from $1.1 million for a NBA/NHL arena with no local income tax to $2.9 million for a MLB stadium in an area with a local income tax.

While economists of every stripe agree that the economic benefits don’t live up to proponents’ claims, not all economists agree that constructing a new stadium will even result in the relatively modest economic benefits above. According to economists Dennis Coates and Brad Humphreys, the average impact of a professional sports franchise on a metropolitan area may actually even be negative. Coates and Humphreys found that other economists may underestimate the severity of the “substitution” problem in both the public and private sectors. First, public funds used to subsidize construction are not going to other public uses, and in an age where tax increases are a non-starter, this means that those other public uses will be funded at a lesser level, decreasing the local economy’s ability to be competitive in sectors other than sports. Second, the extent of leisure spending substitution discussed above may be greater than other economists think. Third, if benefits of job creation and tax revenue do exist, they may still fall short of the ever-increasing public expenditures to keep the team owners happy: approximately $84 million for new NBA or NHL arenas and $188 million for new MLB or NFL stadiums.

John Siegfried and Andrew Zimbalist said it best: “[F]ew fields of empirical research offer virtual unanimity of findings. Yet, independent work on the economic impact of stadiums and arenas has uniformly found that there is no statistically significant positive correlation between sports facility construction and economic development.” Clearly, if public financing of stadiums is to be defended, it must be done on other grounds.
Quality of Life Arguments

In his decision requiring the Minnesota Twins to play the 2002 season at Minneapolis’s aging Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome, instead of allowing Pohlad and MLB to conspire to eliminate the franchise for a healthy sum of money, Judge Harry S. Crump wrote:

Baseball is as American as turkey and apple pie. Baseball is a tradition that passes from generation to generation. Baseball crosses social barriers, creates community spirit, and is much more than a private enterprise. Clearly, more than money is at stake. The welfare, recreation, prestige, prosperity, trade and commerce of the people and the community are at stake.  

A hard-luck lot, economists. All the statistics in the world pale in comparison with turkey and apple pie. In recognizing a social benefit of sports teams to communities beyond income taxes and new jobs, Judge Crump’s decision is evidence that substantial emotional forces are at work. Nonetheless, it is extraordinarily sloppy public policy for policymakers to merely bow to such emotion. To see what weight to give these intangible quality of life benefits, it makes sense to cast them in economic terms.

Sports teams are quasi-public goods. They are non-rival in the sense that no matter how much one person follows a given sports team, another person’s ability to follow or “consume” that team remains undiminished, and short of one person buying up all the tickets, they are non-excludable. Entire sections of daily newspapers are devoted to covering sports, the sports network ESPN is available in approximately 90 million homes, and one cannot turn the radio station during rush hour without being bombarded by experts and non-experts alike heatedly debating the sports issues of the day.

The civic pride, quality of life, and simple happiness this public good generates may be the salient considerations in our willingness to pay for stadiums. We want teams in our cities not because they make our city more prestigious or economically important, but rather because they help make us proud to live where we do, and because they give us something to talk about with our neighbors and coworkers. We want sports teams because we love sports – our fandom helps us define ourselves as individuals and, taken collectively, our support of a team helps develop a communal identity.

At least three studies have attempted to place a value on these benefits. In 1996, Mark Rosentraub and David Swindell surveyed Indianapolis residents, asking them to rank the importance of a range of cultural attractions to their city. When asked about civic pride, respondents answered that the NBA’s Indiana Pacers were as important as museums. Right behind them were the NFL’s Indianapolis Colts, well ahead of the area’s music and shopping. When asked what defined the area’s reputation, respondents answered auto racing first, followed by the Pacers and Colts, with museums falling to fourth. Finally, when asked whether the loss of a particular community asset would hurt the reputation of the community, sports won again. Eighty-five percent of respondents believed that losing the Indianapolis 500 would hurt their reputation, followed by the Pacers at 81% and the Colts at 75%, with only 68% of respondents believing that the loss of their museums would harm the city’s reputation.

In early 2000, Bruce Johnson, Peter Groothuis, and John Whitehead asked the citizens of Pittsburgh how much they would be willing to pay in higher taxes to keep the NHL’s Penguins from leaving town. The average response was $5.57 per household per year. As there are approximately 960,000 households in the Pittsburgh area, that translates to an aggregate “quality of life” benefit of around $5.2 million per year. Spread across thirty years, the average lifespan of a stadium, that annual benefit translates into a present-day value of $66 million, approaching the average public contribution of $84 million for a NHL/NBA arena.

In 2003, Jerry Carlino and Ed Coulson used another method to measure the dollar value of the happiness that a team gives its city: how much people will pay to live there. Comparing 53 cities’ average rents in 1993 to those in 1999 and controlling for other variables, Carlino and Coulson found that the
presence of an NFL team raised annual rents 8 percent.\textsuperscript{22} Their cities included had an average monthly rent of $500, making that 8 percent premium worth about $480 per year in cities hosting NFL teams. Given that there are approximately 290,000 households in a typical city center, $480 translates to an “aggregate amenity value” of approximately $139 million per year. To put that into perspective, localities typically provide annual stadium subsidies in the range of $22–29 million, far less than the enjoyment it creates.\textsuperscript{23} By comparison, the annual value of one additional sunny day per person per year is estimated between $7 and $12.\textsuperscript{24} In the Twin Cities, with about 3 million people, the benefit of a new NFL stadium might well equal approximately 4–7 days of sunshine a year.

None of this is to say that legislatures should be obligated to open the public treasury to owners. However, the quality of life benefits from hosting a professional sports team in a new stadium are likely significant enough to place it within the sphere of proper political debate and may provide independent justification for public financing.

**Political Realities**

One of the common assumptions in the stadium debate is that politicians who vote for public financing will face electoral retribution if the citizens do not want it. In 1997, Minneapolis voted overwhelmingly to put a $10 million limit on financial assistance the city might provide for a new Twins ballpark. Leading up to the Hennepin County Board vote to approve a countywide sales tax to help pay for the ballpark, surveys showed that sizeable majorities of residents were opposed to using any public money. By a 4–3 vote, however, the Board approved the deal in August 2006. As three of the four “yes” votes were up for re-election that fall, public financing opponents loudly promised that the political retribution would be severe. Despite that threat, all three board members won, receiving between 61% and 66% of the vote.\textsuperscript{25} Thus, even if the majority of citizens in a given area are against public financing, the opposition is apparently of questionable strength.

The public doesn’t want to pay for professional sports stadiums, but that doesn’t mean we’re willing to let our favorite team leave town. Charles Mahtesian notes that “[f]ew public officials are willing to interpret a public vote against taxpayer financing of a stadium as a willingness on the part of those taxpayers to see the team leave town.”\textsuperscript{26} This suggests that the true value to Pittsburghers of keeping the Penguins may be higher than the quality of life figure above. Simply put, we don’t know what we’ve got until it’s gone. Mulugetta Birru, the former Executive Director of Pittsburgh’s Urban Redevelopment Authority puts it more bluntly: “If the Steelers ever left town, elected officials would be hung.”\textsuperscript{27}

Sometimes letting a team leave has been smart for a city. Denver managed to survive without its hockey team for 13 years before getting an existing franchise in town, and is estimated to have spent less money in doing so than it would have spent on keeping the NHL’s Rockies (now New Jersey Devils) in the Mile High City. This is more the exception than the rule, however. As former Pittsburgh city councilman and current Allegheny County Executive Dan Onorato succinctly put it, “there’s a big difference between never having a team and losing one. So you grudgingly do this and hold your nose.”\textsuperscript{28}

In many cases where cities have lost a team, the cost of attracting another one—at the citizens’ behest—has exceeded the cost of retaining the old one. For instance, Minnesota let its hockey team, the North Stars, leave in 1993 when the state could have kept them for about $17 million. Just six years later, the state spent $130 million for an expansion franchise. While Minnesotans may have a greater emotional connection to hockey than do Coloradans, this pattern is present across the major leagues. When the Browns left Cleveland, the resulting “civic trauma” was so intense that the NFL gave the city an expansion franchise just three years later. The restored civic pride didn’t come cheaply.
Conclusion and Suggestions

Given the complicated and often conflicting arguments regarding stadium financing, the only advisable course of action for policymakers is to make the debate more open and honest. If legislators and county board members want a stadium because of increased civic pride and reputation, then they need to take off the rose-colored glasses and have the courage to say so. Obscuring an emotional argument with economic platitudes gets us nowhere. Each stadium proposal should be required to have an independent assessment of the relative economic value of the quality-of-life benefits. If the estimated quality-of-life benefits exceed the proposed public outlay, then from this perspective, the deal makes sense. If the projected benefits still fall short of the public outlay, then policymakers should stand firm and get a better deal.

Of course, these are not the only considerations. For example, it is undisputed that the economic benefits of a new stadium primarily accrue to wealthy players and even wealthier owners. Stadium opponents argue firmly that public funds should instead be directed toward education, health care, the environment, and effective job creation before we even start thinking about entertainment. Quality-of-life benefits do not necessarily trump all other considerations; however, they must be considered.

If a determination is made that a new stadium is in the best interests of the citizens, policymakers should also allocate the financial costs more equitably. Use taxes, such as ticket surcharges and municipal parking ramps, are one way of ensuring that those people who greatest feel the benefit of a team’s presence (the fans) pay more for that benefit than those who derive no particular pleasure from a team’s presence. On the other hand, a city’s decision to offer public financing is a better deal if its share of the project comes in infrastructure improvements that benefit the entire populace, not just the fans. Agreements like this may make the entire project more palatable to citizens who might otherwise oppose funding sports entertainment.

Responsible policymakers must also remember to think long-term. In the short term, the public may well be fed up with millionaire players and billionaire owners reaping the benefits of public expenditures, but today’s stadium fatigue may be tomorrow’s outrage at the lack of a major league team. By assessing the likelihood of a team’s departure, the reaction of the public to that departure, and the cost of attracting a team in the future, policymakers can make more informed decisions. Since the public financing model shows no signs of disappearing any time soon, $17 million now will likely be less painful than $130 million in a few years. And if the requested public funds are smaller than the quality-of-life benefits, which the research suggests they may be, then it’s still a good deal.
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